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The story of the 170,000 Korean and Chinese

be repatriated to Communist China and declared

prisoners of war (POWs) held by United Nations

their allegiance to the Nationalist regime of Chiang

forces, especially by Americans and South Kore‐

Kai-shek. The situation provoked violent con‐

ans, in the Korean War is a very important one

frontations in POW camps between Communist

which has been addressed from a variety of angles,

and anti-Communist elements. By looking at the

most recently in scholarly works by Monica Kim,

journey and conditions of detention of Chinese

Susan Carruthers, Teresa Suzuki, and Charles

prisoners, Chang illuminates military aspects as

Young, but important aspects of this history re‐

well as political issues and high-level diplomacy in‐

main to be fully explored. [1] One aspect over‐

volving these captives. Under moral and humani‐

looked into the substantial historiography of the

tarian principles, the Truman administration de‐

Korean conflict is the specific detention of the Chi‐

cided by 1951 not to force repatriation of POWs

nese POWs and their role in the armistice negotia‐

who declared their wish not to return to Commu‐

tion between the United Nations Command and

nist China. In the context of the Cold War, US au‐

Communist regimes regarding the awkward con‐

thorities also chose to use those nonrepatriated

cept of “voluntary repatriation” endorsed by US

prisoners in the psychological/political warfare

authorities. This topic appears particularly crucial

programs against the Soviet bloc. The results of the

to examine in order to understand the complexi‐

nonrepatriation and political warfare policies, as

ties of the Korean War, an armed conflict that was

Chang argues, were, however, a failure and reflect

both civil and international in nature and how it

rather the US miscalculation and mismanagement

played out behind barbed wire. It is exactly this ob‐

of the POW issue as well as the ignorance, negli‐

jective that David Cheng Chang reaches in his first

gence, and arrogance of Washington vis-a-vis

book, The Hijacked War.

Communism and China.

Chang, assistant professor at the University of

Because of this failure, according to Chang, the

Hong Kong, proposes a new regard on the treat‐

history of Chinese POWs is absent from the post‐

ment of the 21,000 Chinese soldiers, part of the Peo‐

war historiography and public memory, a sign of a

ple’s Volunteer Army sent by Mao Zedong by Octo‐

“collective amnesia” that could explain the con‐

ber 1950 to support the North Korean army, cap‐

cept of “Forgotten War” often used to describe the

tured by the UN forces. The particularity of this

Korean conflict.[2] Chang’s argument is particular‐

group of captives is that 14,342 of them refused to

ly critical about the US voluntary or nonforcible
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repatriation policy. The armistice negotiation be‐

servience of his advisors, [Dean] Acheson in par‐

gan in the summer of 1951 and the Chinese POWs

ticular, led him to adopt a self-righteous moralistic

quickly became the most sensitive issue in the

policy that, once announced, immediately became

talks. Chang suggests that only this point impeded

irrevocable. By the time top officials in the State

the negotiation, which caused the continuation of

and Defense departments realized the complexity

the conflict. It seems that US policymakers, in par‐

and gravity of the issue, it was already too late to

ticular those in Washington, underestimated the

reverse course” (p. 15).

number of anti-Communists among POWs and

In order to demonstrate his argument and

then, tried to diminish the number of nonrepatri‐

draw the journey of the Chinese prisoners, Chang

ate prisoners in order to negotiate successfully

has examined a variety of archival material as

with Communist authorities. But at the same time,

well as conducted interviews. The micro-analysis

the psychological warfare policy in camps meant

of letters, diaries, and memoirs of former prison‐

that diehard anti-Communists controlled the

ers, interrogators and UNC officers as well as

screening process for repatriation and the political

eighty-four interviews, entangled with diplomatic,

struggle. In addition, the ambivalent and impro‐

military, and intelligence documents, explains the

vised US policy on repatriation, “promising free‐

difficult context in which many Chinese captives

dom for prisoners, but denying to right to return

found themselves. The war against the Japanese

home for many” (p. 16), made the situation more

occupation army from 1937 to 1945, the Chinese

serious for the nonrepatriated prisoners and fu‐

civil war between Nationalist and Communist

eled anti-Communist violence.

forces until 1949, and the captivity in South Korea

As major consequence, the US government’s

were complicated, violent, and traumatic experi‐

position on Chinese POWs hardened and became

ences for many Chinese soldiers. This context is

irreversible, which hijacked the discussion in Pan‐

crucial to consider in order to examine the dy‐

munjom and extended the war for two more years

namic in POW camps and the 14,000 individuals

at the cost of thousands of American, Chinese, and

who “freely” decided their repatriation to Taiwan.

Korean lives. Meanwhile, the new and fragile Na‐

The book is divided into sixteen chapters. The

tionalist regime of Chiang Kai-shek installed in Tai‐

first three analyze the complex and difficult jour‐

wan (or Formosa) became an important player in

ney of Chinese soldiers during the civil war, their

the Korean War even if it remained officially non‐

incorporation in the Communist army, and their

involved. At the end of the conflict, nonrepatriated

“voluntary” participation in the Korean War in Oc‐

individuals were transferred to Taiwan and only

tober 1950. The following part explains the cooper‐

7,109 prisoners choose to return to Communist Chi‐

ative relationship between the Chiang Kai-shek

na. Chang concluded that Taipei was the main win‐

regime in Taiwan and the US general Douglas

ner of the war because Chiang Kai-shek received

MacArthur, commander in chief of the occupation

official recognition while both the United States

of Japan and then, the United Nations Command.

and Communists China only tried to avoid the hu‐

They both supported the psychological warfare

miliation. According to Chang's provocative argu‐

against Communism, and underestimated the in‐

ment, US president Harry S. Truman and his secre‐

volvement of China in Korea in response to the

tary of state, Dean Acheson, should be blamed for

crossing of the 38th parallel by the UN forces.

their “ill-informed, misguided policy on the disposi‐

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 discuss the military campaign

tion of Korean War prisoners known as ‘voluntary

until the dismissal of MacArthur in April 1951, in

repatriation’” (p. 17): “Truman's lack of intellectual

particular the five Chinese offensives and their im‐

curiosity and his penchant for simplistic moraliz‐

pacts on defectors and captured Chinese soldiers.

ing, coupled with the inattentiveness and sub‐
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Chang moves then from the battlefield to the

cies in Asia, in particular during the second phase

POW camps, while introducing the civil war dy‐

of the Korean War, from late 1951 to July 1953.

namic in place in compounds between Nationalist

Though Chang brilliantly exposes an over‐

and Communist elements. This situation had a sig‐

looked page of the history of the Korean conflict, a

nificant effect on policymakers in Washington

major actor unfortunately remains absent from

and their decision regarding the repatriation issue

the narrative (and the archival research): the In‐

discussed at Panmunjom with Communist repre‐

ternational Committee of the Red Cross. The hu‐

sentatives. In chapters 10 to 13, Chang explains the

manitarian organization is only marginally men‐

impact of the US voluntary repatriation policy and

tioned in the book. However, delegates of the Red

the screening process both in camps and at the ta‐

Cross were the only neutrals admitted in POW

ble of negotiation in Panmunjom. Riots, aggres‐

camps and they produced thousands of docu‐

sion, murder, and torture were common among

ments. Perspective from such sources would nu‐

Chinese captives in Koje-do and Cheju camps. The

ance the analysis of the situation in compounds,

US military personnel were deeply involved in this

and highlight the impact of the repatriation and re‐

violence. The particular context had a direct im‐

orientation policies on the Chinese prisoners. Fi‐

pact on the politics, hijacking the armistice negoti‐

nally, the experience of war captivity in World War

ations until 1953 and making the final exchange of

II would also be relevant to examine. Chang argues

POWs complicated. The book closes with a short

that the re-education process was something

explanation of the special unit 8340, composed of

rather illogical in the US policy (p. 375), but he does

selected Chinese POWs for particularly dangerous

not contextualize the Korean War in the broader

reconnaissance and intelligence missions behind

history of war captivity. US military authorities

enemy lines. This aspect brings the author to the

had already experimented with psychological war‐

post-Korean War period, the utilization of prison‐

fare on German POWs through their denazifica‐

ers for the anti-Communist political warfare and

tion program between 1944 and 1946. The expertise

the uneasy journey of former POWs, especially in

developed by US authorities in handling Nazi ideol‐

Taiwan and continental China.

ogy was extended to the conflicts with Commu‐

David Cheng Chang offers a fascinating, metic‐

nism in Korea. The captivity in Korea did not ap‐

ulous, and detailed analysis of the complex Chi‐

pear in a vacuum. Having said that, The Hijacked

nese prisoners’ experience in Korea. His argu‐

War is an excellent and important book making a

ments regarding the failure of the US policies on

major contribution to the historiography of the Ko‐

POW repatriation and reindoctrination, which

rean War. This reading remains essential for any‐

prolonged the Korean War at the cost of thousands

one who seeks to understand this violent conflict,

of lives, is particularly critical of the Truman ad‐

which should not be forgotten.
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